
 
Week Commencing 27.4.20 

LO: To compare numbers using more/less and equals 

Challenge 1 

Challenge 2 

Challenge 3 

1. 21 is __________ 26        2. 37 is ____________  15 

3. 18 is __________ 18        4. 10 is ____________  50 

5.   48 is __________ 11        6. 20 is _____________20 

Use the words more than, less than and equals to make the number sentences correct. 

1. twelve is __________ ten          2. twenty one is ____________  thirty 

3. forty one is __________ sixteen 4. nine is ____________  fifty 

5.   eleven is __________ eleven      6. four is _____________ nineteen 

1. twelve is __________ 16         2. 30 is ____________  thirty 

3. 26 is __________ sixteen        4. 48  is ____________  19 

5.   9   is __________ twenty        6. thirteen is _____________ 14 

You could use pennies, beads, buttons or objects to help you see which is more, less 
or equal. Or you could use the number square below to find the two numbers and 
compare which is more, less or equal. 

Example 21 is less than 26 



 

Challenge 4 

Challenge 5 

Now use the symbols to make the number sentences correct. 

more than 

less than 

=  equal 

Remember the crocodile likes to 
eat the biggest number! 

 26 21 

1. 11                  18                    2.   27                    32 

 

3. 44                     44                     4.   9              19 

 

5. 35               18                     6.   3                 16 

 

1. ten                  18                    2.   27                fifteen                    

 

3. twelve                    12               4.   twenty             19 

 

5. 30             forty one            6.  thirty six                16 



 

REASONING 

Jack and Eva are playing a game. They each collect a handful 
of cubes. They arrange their cubes to see who has more. 

Jack 

Eva 

 

 

 

 

  

I have more. I have more. 

Jack says: 
Eva says: 

Who is right? 

Practice comparing objects with  

someone in your family. 

Make some cards with the symbols:  

> more than 

< less than 

= equal 

1. Pick a card   >/</= 

2. Draw pictures in the boxes to make the comparison true. 


